The interest in plant virus evolution can be dated to the late 1920s, when it was shown that plant virus populations were genetically heterogeneous, and that their composition changed according to the experimental conditions. Many important ideas were generated prior to the era of molecular virology, such as the role of hostand vector-associated selection in virus evolution, and also that small populations, gene coadaptation and evolutionary trade-offs could limit the efficiency of selection. The analysis of viral genomes in the 1980s and 1990s established the quasispecieslike structure of their populations and allowed extensive analyses of the relationships among virus strains and species. The concept that virus populations had huge sizes and high rates of adaptive mutations became prevalent in this period, with selection mostly invoked as explaining observed patterns of population structure and evolution. In recent times virus evolution has been coming into line with evolutionary biology, and a more complex scenario has emerged. Population bottlenecks during host colonization, during host-to-host transmission or during host population fluctuations may result in smaller population sizes, and genetic drift has been recognized as an important evolutionary factor. Also, particularities of viral genomes such as low levels of neutrality, multifunctionality of coding and encoded sequences or strong epistasis could constrain the plasticity of viral genomes and hinder their response to selection. Exploring the complexities of plant virus evolution will continue to be a challenge for the future, particularly as it affects host, vector and ecosystem dynamics.
Introduction
As is the case with all living entities, reproduction of plant viruses may result in the generation of individuals that differ genetically from their parents, which are called mutants or, more vaguely, variants. Hence, populations of plant viruses are genetically heterogeneous, and the frequency distribution of genetic variants in the population (i.e., the genetic structure of the population) may change with time. This process is called evolution. A major area in the study of evolution aims at understanding the mechanisms of evolution and how they shape the genetic structure of populations. Another area aims at understanding the evolutionary history of organisms and the resulting taxonomic relationships among them. Both aspects of evolutionary studies have a long history in plant virology and have attracted much interest in the last few decades, particularly since the availability of molecular analytical techniques, such as those allowing the rapid determination of nucleotide sequences.
In this chapter we will review how the analysis of plant virus evolution has itself evolved. We do not pretend to make an exhaustive review, but we hope rather to put emphasis on the concepts that have driven the development of the field, illustrated with references to the publications that introduced those concepts or that, in our opinion, best developed them.
The Early Period
By this, we refer to the period from the origins of plant virology until the widespread use of molecular techniques for nucleic acid analyses. The heterogeneous nature of plant virus populations was evident as early as 1926, by the isolation of symptom variants from areas with atypical symptoms in systemically infected plants (Kunkel 1947) or after biological cloning through single-lesion passage, once necrotic local lesion hosts (i.e., hypersensitive hosts) had been discovered (Holmes 1929). It was also soon perceived that the major components of virus preparations could vary according to the conditions in which the virus was multiplied and passaged. Numerous reports of serial passage experiments including host shifts showed host-associated changes in viral properties, what led to the concept of host adaptation (Yarwood 1979) . These observations were interpreted as due to selection in the new conditions. A major concern was whether selection acted on variants present in the original population, or on variants generated under the new conditions. This conceptual dispute was related to a second one about the possibility of obtaining genetically homogeneous virus preparations by singlelesion cloning. Some virologists, particularly Milton Zaitlin, claimed that the frequent appearance of mutants in virus stocks, known from earlier research with Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV; Gierer and Mundry 1958), prevented population homogeneity. The reversibility of host adaptation and the first molecular characterization of the phenomenon (Donnis-Keller et al. 1981) supported the
